
Sentence / Fragment / Run-on 

When writing, it is very easy to make mistakes with sentences. Fragments and run-ons are 

examples when this might happen. 

Fragment: 

A fragment is part of a sentence and can be thought of as an incomplete idea. 

-  “The blue and yellow house”  

o This is a fragment as it is only a thing (noun phrase) and we aren’t telling the 

reader anything about it (i.e. “The blue and yellow house was on the hill.”) 

- “Walking as quickly as he can” 

o This is a fragment as it is only telling us an action (verb) and not the thing 

that is involved (i.e. “The man was walking as quickly as he could.”) 

Run-on: 

A run-on is where you have two or more sentences which haven’t been separated by 

punctuation (usually a full stop) or haven’t been joined together by a joining word (a 

conjunction). Remember, you can’t separate sentences with commas. 

- “The boy went swimming, his sister went to football.” 

o This is a run-on as we have separated two ideas with a comma. We could 

separate these using a full stop (i.e. “The boy went swimming. His sister went 

to football.”) or we could even join our ideas together with a conjunction (i.e. 

“The boy went swimming whilst his sister went to football.”) 

- I really like ice cream it’s my favourite food! 

o This is a run-on as, although the two ideas are about the same thing (ice 

cream), they are still separate ideas and need separating (by a full stop) or 

joining (by a conjunction). (i.e. “I really like ice cream. It’s my favourite 

food!” OR “I really like ice cream because it’s my favourite food!”) 

 

Your task, on the next page, is to decide whether each bit of text is a sentence, a 

fragment, or a run-on. If you’ve found that easy, see if you can decide where the full 

stop should go on the run-ons and see if you can add something to the fragments so that 

they become sentences.  



1.)  Several angry wolves growled.  

 

2.)  Several angry wolves growled at the man. 

 

3.)  Several angry wolves. 

 

4.)  Growled at the man. 

 

5.)  Several incredibly angry wolves growled at the man 

with long hair. 

 

6.)  The man with long hair was growled at by several 

incredibly angry wolves. 

 

7.)  Several angry wolves growled, the man cowered. 

 

8.)  Several angry wolves growled, so the man cowered. 

 

9.)  The man cowered because several angry wolves 

growled. 

 

10.) Because several angry wolves growled. 


